m\m
the faithfulness of the lake
in the volcano's mouth
CARLOS PELLICER

an origin that is (when seen from this
side) occasionally incomprehensible.
And, as if listening to music, he extracts

Vicente Rojos painting has uiidergone

signs, alphabets, crv'ptograms and

constant transforniation over a span of

primal rumors from images. His 1972

nearly 40 years. Its evolution has been

exhibition Señales en el país de Alicia

carried out in series and cycles such as

("Signs in the Land of Alice"), with its

Iconos ("Icons"), Negaciones

obvious reference to Lewis Carroll,

("Negations"), Recuerdos ("Memorias"),

comes as no surprise; ñor do objects

México bajo la lluvia ("México in the

such as Escenario infantil ("Childhood

Rain"), Escenarios ("Scenarios"),

Scenenr") from 1993, serigraphs such as

Códices ("Codexes"), Volcanes y

Jardín de niños ("Children's Carden'')

pirámides ("Volcanoes and Pyramids").

in 1978 or Quince rolcanes para niños

Looking at his works in El Colegio

("Fifteen Volcanoes for Children ') in

Nacional and in Museo de Arte Moderno

he has referred to other painters and

1994. But the proximity to the origin

de México, as well as in recent

friends such as Rufino Tamayo, Tapies,

varíes during his long career and

exhibitions [1], one notes a multitude of

Gunther Gerzso and José Luis Cuevas;

acquires different features,

changes, yet at the same time one

they are all as different from one

metamorphosizing around a persistent

detects the continuing presence of a

another as they are alike in sharing a

search in the reahn of non-figurative

single enduring attitude; its proximity to

capacity to extract codes and signs from

painting. The gamble of El equilibrista

its origins, in the sense that his personal

the Origin whether in its expansión

("The Tightrope Walker") and the

and prívate concerns are elevated to the

toward history or in its poetical and

primitivo eyes of the El flautista

higher plañe of archetypes, symbolism

metaphysical gleanings. There is a

Flautist') in 1958 break down and

and metaphysics. In this he shares the

revelation in the autobiographical note

return, hide themselves and reappear

site and the borders with certain schools

to Sueños compartidos ("Shared

throughout the passage in time. At the

of modern painting in México (his

Dreams") when Rojo recalls the

outset they recall Klee or the severity of

adopted home since 1949) and in

importance that Paul Klee's work has

Ben Nicholson's contained geometric

Europe; it is the site bloodied by

held for him, as well as his intímate

power, but the iniínitable signs of

premonition and doubt as to whether to

relations with musíc and poetry (for in

Vicente Rojo quickly return: his throw of

plunge into historical labyrinths or to

addition to being an extraordinary

the dice, his coup de des [3]. Some of

steal away to the other shore where

painter, he is also an accomplished

his work (particularly the serigraphs)

nostalgia for oneness and for the

violinist) [2].

construct the space between horizontal

splendors of silence takes it ease. It is

Like Paul Klee, Rojo explores the

significant that on the few occasions that

landscape of childhood, finding signs

Rojo has broken his customary silence,

and visions with eyes that look out from
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("The

and vertical orders, as in Victojy Boogieu'oogie, but his points are (leaping from
representation to symbolism) eyes, suns,

Argos, altre slelle., a c'onstellarion....thev

conflictual and paradoxical apparition in

mvthic tale inhabited bv both the asli-

are also places in a hidden ("itv t h a t is

a career that was alreadv nniffled bv

colored liird and the lament. From the

still veiled bv meniory.

hernieticism. We recall Los

begimiing of his career, México appears

Vicente R o j o s arrival in México in
1 9 4 9 was not unlikc soineone

presagios

(••TheOmens") of 1959.
In Vicente R o j o s second

as an imaghiarv topographical place
t h a t cjuicklv ac(|uires a familiaritv that

approaching an "island utopia" in whicli

exhibition one can detect the complex

is radical and dizzving in scale, that

he inight be reborn [4]. l i e began

situation of art t h a t is suspended

searches for both an apparition of the

exhibiting in 1958. T h e nature of his

between opposites, where signs rather

abolished past as well as for a future

painting, in its tnrn loward the origin,

ihan appearances become enigrnatic

alreadv covered with the ashes of time.

alwavs relies on (Hsplaced and

T h e Códice /lorentino

contigttoiis space, and niaintains everv

(Jüdex") a n d Miguel L e ó n - P o r t i l l a s

kind ol' opjíosition a n d dtialisni within

research into the perspectives of the

langnage as an iinwavering principie.

Conquistadores' victims, constitute the

" T h e stars and the furrowed ground

scenario that evokes lioth the origin as

forní no contradiction; they inav also be

well as the first reahns of an alreadv-

two connected e x t r e m e s , ' is his almost-

Westernized historv. These omens are

aphorism in Los sueños

woven into memories t h a t coiné from

coinparlidos.

("Florentine

Here we see the unique and strange

the other side of time, itself alreadv

qualities oí' Vicente Rojo s work. At each

abolished, both of tliem alreadv past; or,

turn. aniid the theatricalitv of the

expressed in a different way, a double

pernianentlv disgiiised signs, contrary

scenario - the tracks, the signs that

snrfaces appear: thev are hidden a n d are

floiuish and need I he reflection of other

revealed bv ineatis of an encoded

Vicente Rojo. Tlie Big Sign. 1966.

langnage. Each rettmi is the stage
setting for the nianoeiirer

of language

signs whicli upon exposure dissipate into
the vortex of an tmderstanding t h a t all

apparitions amid the conflictual

opposites need their complements.

turned toward its origin - or toward its

perception of lemporalitv, of mvth a n d

R o j o s painting, in its modernitv, is thus

end. Thev are obscure, enigrnatic, at one

of the pictorial signifier. Me took a series

shown at its most foreshortened.

and the same time both mythic topos

of paintings that were alreadv distant

and a re-encoimter with memorv, at one

from any trace of figuration and

and history, lightning and fire, an

and the same time botli diseovered space

gathered theni together under the

extraordinarv e([uilibrium that is the

a n d a horizon lo be reached.

heading Los presagios.

dark a n d indecipherable cetUer of form

His starting

Double vortex, an omen, lament

point can be foimd in the pro]:)hecies

itself. and that R o j o s idiom has n a m e d

these conjunctions aside for a lew

predicting the arrival of the

from the start. As in El e(/uilil)risl.a,

nioments in order to recall the orphic

Conquistadores, coinpiled by Friar

ternary and (]naternarv orders

song of El flaulista.

Bernadino de Sahagi'm froni indigenous

(observable in the superimposed dice)

the images that are engulfed in

accounts. T h e omens are interwoven

melt unity's doublet; the advent of the

meinory s center. Most of all, we recall

with references to fire, lightiiing,

constellatiou of the series., his orders and

his encounter with México, the

water....in other words, interwoven into

the ungovernable presence of r a n d o m ,

imaginarv place that sproius n p like a

a cosrnic primorflialitv and onto a

possible chaos that grows from within

We shall leave the meanings of

and fhe n m i o r of

the

and is always on the point of

referred to is found in the lines of the

overflowing.

Mexican poet Carlos Pellicer that opened

brings us back to our beginning, Rojo

this text:

has always destroyed the order he has

This voyage into myth and

But whüe aU forward motion

ims^inary topos, this Mexican matrix of

the faithfulness of the lake

achieved. His work has been produced

universal scope, is one of the horizons of

in the volcano's mouth

in series from the 60's until the present

Vicente Rojo's idiom. He advances over
it in spirals, in twists and tums leading
up to today's prunitive double scenes

time: Iconos, Geometrías
In effect, there is a''dizzying
immobility" contained here.

that have been exhibited in Madrid and

While Carlos PeUicer's verse might

("Geometries"), Mitos ("Myths"),
Señales ("Sigus"), Recuerdos,
Negaciones, Códices, Escenarios... at

in the retrospective in the Museo de Arte

refer to the lake on which México City

each step he has embarked on a process

Moderno de México, and in which the

and its volcanic surroimdings stand, and

of serialization, he has taken forms and

ancient, pre-Hispanic codexes

to a place that is annulled yet concealed

has subjected them to the test of

(combined with Miguel León-Portilla's

in the interior of language (and of the

repetition and variation. Thus first

research) may be able to be resuscitated.

city) like a fundamental substratum,

impressions cease and flood back toward

The world that received him after he

and to a volcanic environment and to

the interior, toward the most genuine

took leave from that other origin - Spain

the fire that dawns in Los presagios and

emptiness. As if the annulled base from

- and his own primordial and

that has been unfolding even in Rojo's

which he begins contained the same

metaphysical foreignness convert Rojo

most recent work, at the same time these

reflection of its end, that same absence

into one of the Mexican painters closest

verses open the way for an analogy that

incamate for an instant in material and

to the mythical, existential pre-

might help divine the contrary meanings

in the detained moments of memory that

Coliunbian tale and its manner of

of Rojo's painting on the Mexican

each painting evokes. We will now

traversing history right up into the

horizon, between fire and water,

examine the series Negaciones, México

present; this is the tale that is told by

between peace and the avalanche that

bajo la lluvia and the late Escenarios

painting and poetry and that, seen as

surges fi-om the bottom of form and

after Códices, Volcanes y Pirámides.

latent contení, hnks artists such as

from the very materiaUty of painting.

Posada, Frida Kahlo, María Izquierdo,

Fire, volcanoes, water, Ught and

We do not know when forms
spring up in pictorial or poetical

Carlos Mérida, Agustín Lazo, Cunther

movement toward the flame, historie

language, ñor do we know how

Cerzso, Cironella, Rufino Tamayo

time, its dispersión, its horizons; an

meanings acciunulate around them -

Vicente Rojo. [5]. I would add yet

origin that is the omen of a historie

meanings that will eventually render

another ñame to the list: that of the

advent and the realm of myth, the

them unrecognizable. This is what is

photographer Manuel Alvarez Bravo.

retum to the island utopia and the

accompUshed with the T-shape in the

brilUance of an apparitíon, a rehearsal

Negaciones series. This form first

clearly belongs to a painter who has

forflight as Carlos Pellicer would say.

appears in Respuesta 3 ("Response 3")

gone through the radical tests of modem

Neta, double scenarios, super-imposed

and Icono XX from 1964, in H gran

art; he has often departed from the

images gathered at each step of the

signo ("The Great Sign") and Señal 2

Mexican universe yet he has always

etemal retum of obsession, first

("Sign 2") from 1966 and in the work

retumed, having undergone constant

perceptions, the vértigo and first traces

expressively titled Señal antigua en

metamorphosis. Perhaps the final

of language - these are Vicente Rojo's

forma de letra ("Ancient Sign in the

"matrix" that might be poeticaUy

variations.

Shape of a Letter") from 1969. Thus it

and

The work we are dealii^ with here

comes from a learning period and begins

doomed to failure, that each painting

to emerge as an iiidividualized,

might negate both its predecessor a n d its

form. We find it in his development. We

autonomous form. Iri the 7 0 s he m a k e s

successor." But is this indeed a failure,

find it in memory as well. In its

it the eentral motil in his investigatioris;

or is it rather a poetic investigation into

character alone it belongs to a sequence

investigations that are aesthetic,

signs that are chosen yet arise

of signs - to an alphabet. Its

metaphvsical and (I woukl daré to

unexpectedly (likc an inexcusable

hermeticism surfaces immediately when

suggest) moral. It appears in the

destiny [6]), signs that are rooted in

we compare it to the spiritual alphabets

exhibilion El cuaderno

time and in precise circumstances, in

and the zaum language of Jliébnikov

Vicente Rojo ("The School Notebook of

keeping with a personal evolution a n d a

a n d Malevich, or with Palazuelo's cifras.

Vicente Rojo") in 1 9 7 3 a n d in general

proximity to origins t h a t resists a

Its presence within this a r r a n g e m e n t

throughout the various series from the

complete surrender to the realm of

never f'ails to evoke a spiritual condition,

7 0 ' s that l'ollowed Negaciones.

appearances? Might this not be a feigned

like a spiritual primer along t h e lines of

very iinguistic n a t u r e we might tecali

failure, a repeated stage-setting out of

the 16th-century Spanish theologian

Paul Klee's poent-paintings; however,

which is born the difference t h a t

Francisco de Osuna. But Vicente Rojo

despite the inclusión of letters (and

characterizes R o j o s work, in this patient

immediately attempts to delain (or

numbers) in some of these paintings,

labor, in the Cuaderno

contain) this spiritual ascent, this

Rojo does not attenipt to weave a

a learning phase yet nonetheless

transcendental vocation, this rehear.sal

discourse or a nuill¡|(l¡city of signs,

metaphysical?

forflighl

escolar de

By their

escolar t h a t was

We shall now r e t u m to the issue of

t h a t is always set up in vertical

regardless of tlie enigmatif' qualitv of the
W'ork (in the style of Klee's Einsl. dem
(íniu der Ñachi,

for instance.) Instead,

he is contení to hover aboul a single
unitv, althougli his later development
was lo be as prolix as the consequences
o{ ihe Tunisian rugs in Klee's paintings
- indeed. Rojos sights are set no lowei'.
Widí the exception of sculpture,
ihe T-shape is always fonnd in the
center . ll is a geonietric form. t h a t can
be forged onl of sniall iriangles,
rectangles, with little emblems, stars,
crosses, grids, circles, pvramids or
bands, with a vuriiMv of colors. with
constanl varialions wilhin die |>ainliiig.
A series of series, a series in an infinite
chain. In Sueños

coniparlidos

Vicente

Rojo recognizes his immense ambilion
and his faihire: ''Negaciones

came oul of

my inlention, as muiecessarv as il was

Vicente Kojo. Negalion 4(). 1974.

orders, witli its |jhilosophical. historical
and aesthetic inclinalions tliat extended
even into tlie polenrical work of Tlreo
van Doesburg and l'iet Moirdrian? ís this
not the rectilinear order that reappeai's in
die Barcelona

series, a n d hi Paseo de

San Jntni ("The Procession of Saint
John ), or in the series dedieated to the
Mexican pvramids and volcanoes thal.
return lilíe apparitions in his latest worlí?
Tíiis is also an altitiide tliat plonghs
deeplv into anv apparent nioveirient of
idealistic, Hegelian idealism. There is no
ascensión to a given place; there is only
the repetition of a single movement
utterlv lacking in teleological intentions
beyond the draining off that repetition
ulwavs holds in wait, in its advance, its
retreat and its cvcles.
In 197-i Vicente Rojo stated, with
Vicente Rojo. Mcr/co íí/íí/c/'//íc/Y/í'/í 199, 1983.

a perspective that can be seen as not
onlv tlieoretical and aestlietic but moral

terrilory. T h e T-Í'onn comes as a

d e m a n d s its opposite: i.e., the reí'lection

as well, that tlie opening of one iirfinity

solutioii (a variatioii, a repetilion with a

that negates it. Throiighout the passage

leads directlv to another, one

differeiice) to an earlier problem; the

oí T i m e — witli a capital T - an infinite

dream (sueño compartido)

problein oí' sigiis lliat, uiider t h e

stage-setting appears (implicil in tlie

another:

appearaiice ol iriangles of of arrows

Negaciones

brought tü a slaiídstill iii the middle oí'

problenis, affirmations and negatioiis; its

Homages

the painlhig, iiiuted at iipward

siinplicitv is merely an appearance. Kach

Comnionpíaces

moveinent, at an obscnre and primal

painting negates its predecessor and its

Ex].)ro].)riations

¡jropiíesy - tlie Gran signo llial leads

successor, the bloom of tlie differences

ínfantilisms

toward the origin. Ciu-ionsly, during tlie

tliat noneiheless repeats a single form

and otiier íulilities

60's tlie T-Í'oi'm appears as an inverted

throughout the entire series: chords and

Negation

wedge, abandoning hs horizontality.

variations oii a single theme.

properlv nnderstood

This ascencns,

wliich can always

series) consisting of

Gonsidering these Negaciones.,

one might

be interpreted as Platonic transccndence

wonder if tírese do not address the same

or even as religions in natiu'e (althongh

problems (with anv niimber of

onlv in tlie contradictory m a n n e r oí

differences) t h a t were addressed by De

Carlos Pellicer's religious cantos [?])

Sli/'l wilh its ascendenl and liurizoinal

shared

leading to

Negations:Banalities

begins in
the self.

Vicente líojo cites and mainlains a
dialoune wilh olliei' idioms. He moves

aloiig the axis of Tetnporality, denying,

work. I refer here to México bajo la

This series, which occupied him for

affirming, contradicting himself. There

lluvia and the \&ter Escenarios {Códices)^

nearly the entire decade of the 80's,

is no end, only a sign hung from the

Volcanes y pirámides and Doble

dispiays the results of Rojo's patience.

turns of memon'; only a form that is

escenario primitivo.

The series opens with the hint of a

made and unmade. The series remain

In these series Vicente Rojo reveáis

memory: México bajo la lluvia , he says

iiicomplete, hke the arrow in the target,

the primal apparitions, and the

in Los sueños compartidos, "was born,

absorbed into tlie infinite variations of

reflections of the various orders that are

to be precise, one day in the early 50's

the sanie alphabetical series: it may be a

now in constant alteration. He re-

in Tonantzintla as I watched the rain

failure, but it has meaning; it is more

shelters an order and its destruction.

fall in the Tonantzintla Valley. I made

than a theoretical or intellectual

There is no background of equilibrium

notes in 1964, but I did not begin to

problem, a path to enUghtenment. Might

but rather of the absolute drunkenness

paint it until 1980, in París.' And in

this not be the crossroads (the T-shape)

of images and color, of geometry and

this we see yet again the unfolding of the

of the Mexican location where he always

space; it is a constant transition from

underlying myth: Tlaloc, the Mexican

begins and ends? Might it not also be

one to the other in México bajo la lluvia.^

god of rain who reveáis his presence

the ancient core of the volcano's sptral,

the dizzying immobility that has the

with thunder and lightning. And there is

or the interior of the fast-approaching

abyss of the Origin on one side and the

another god, the one who is pushed by

rain? Is there no rooni in this game of

sense of the crossroads on the other.

the wind, the combined god and cosmic

chance (and of obscure end) for that
other place of ineinory that reappears in
lateitl conlent, in the mvthic lojjos
where order and disorder construct their
theater of signs? h is not an idle
association to observe that this sign the T-shape - appears in the Mayan
ruins in Palenque, signifying the wind.
"The winds continuous current is the
Mayan hierogH'phic IK, which in oinown alphabet is rendered to as the letter
T [8]'', wrote Mariano Rivera Velázquez
in reference to these ruins. So what
inight be the ineaning of the signs
comings and goings, of its spinning and
twirls and inovements?
Banalities, homages,
commonplaces, expropriations,
infantilisms, gantes of dual memory:
this, it seeins to me, is what Rojo was to
explore in later series, which conlain his
most beautiful, complex and hermetic

Vicente Rojo. Pyramids and volcanoes, 1990.
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forcé to whom the sacrificial victims cry

obUque Unes that descend in México

the paper's edge, music and this double

and who is plunged into the lakes where

bajo la lluvia.

hour and the mix ofpowder, the absolute

México - the City that Is in the Naval of

Thus we are faced with surfaces

night in the brighdy-lit fair, the interior

the Lake ofthe Moon [9] - sprang forth.

that present themselves with a

and the exterior in a moment of

However, there is no immediate

geometrical rhythm and surprising color,

clarity....a poetical style (Sensationism)

reference to this visión in the Cholula

as if the apparition of the painting were

that also seems to gravitate toward Rojo's

Valley. There is no representation of the

the materiaÜzation of a spiritual rhythm

las lluvias de papel ("Paper Rains") [10].

pre-Columbian god and nothing of his

in the spirals of time and memory. It is

featnres but those borne by memory and

possible to refer to Duchamp and his

within Lluvia sobre México. And the

analogy: the reflection.

incursions into the realm of movement,

game of dual memory is again unfolded

but at the same time the musical and

in the tum and retum of the broken

the interior of this series. It has been

poetic character evoke the incessant

lines of Mexico's ancient pyramids, the

shaping itself both in earlier works as

proliferation of images of Paul Klee's

painted, harmonious squares of a

well as in the aesthetic investigations.

virtuaUy-Orphic incHnations, particularly

tapestry, enchained triangles, idealizing

Here his coUaboration with Octavio Paz

as they flourish in Teppich der

diagonals for Theo van Doesburg, form

was quite important - the execution and

Erinnerung (the memory carpet). What is

and color within the painting as in

design of the Discos visuales ("Visual

being dealt with here are poetic,

Malevich's trasmental language, omens,

Records") in 1968 and Marcel Duchamp

signifying chords that are prolonged into

the play between one and the other, the

o el castillo de la pureza ("Marcel

the serigraphs Las cuatro estaciones

conjunction of art and artisanship, the

Duchamp or the Castle of Purity") in

("The Four Seasons") of 1980, Música

presence in an impenetrable place

1968, and Duchamp's influence is clear

pluvial ("Rain Music") from 1986 and

(perhaps more that the penetrables of

on both the painter and the poet. Along

Escenario para Mozart from 1991. What

Jesús Rafael Soto), painting's visión in

these Unes and along with the spinning

is being dealt with is the rhythm, one

Catalunya's Romanesque constructions,

Duchampian spirals, Rojo created

might say, of paths that meet, that fall

the geometry of cloth with which the

Señales en el país de Alicia, full of

and rise, that are presented as

Otomie Indian covered their heads,

circles, spirals and radial signs. Quiet,

reverberations. To a certain degree we

conjunctions of orders, rhythms,

paradoxical movement is thus a shared

can see in México bajo la lluvia a space

intersections of the spirit, sensations....

concern and is present in Negaciones

of intersections, like a place of

and in works such as Señal detenida

transparency, an infinite transparency

important changes in the development of

("Detamed Sign") fi-om 1970 and

that stardes like a flash of Ughtning in the

his series during the 80's. And while the

Pirámide suspendida ("Suspended

rain. Whenever I see this series I

earlier dnmkenness of forms is still

Pyramid") from 1989; it is also present

immediately recall the interseccionista or

present in his almost miniaturist labors

in the sculpture México bajo la lluvia

sensacionista poem by the Portuguese

amid the proliferation and exuberance,

D16 from 1984, and in the memory of

poet Femando Pessoa, Chuva oblíqua,

by the end of the decade the rips and

the toys of his childhood, and in the

published during the first decades of the

tatters of chaos also begin to emerge

squares with triangles that spin within

century in the magazine Orpheu. There .

from the graphic labyrinth. The painter

paintings such as Recuerdo 106 from

we are present at a frequent exchange: an

retums to his starting place.

1976 and Recuerdo 1429 from 1979.

exchange of motifs, perceptions,

This movement smashes into the broken.

memories, Egyptian pyramids, the rain.

A rough movement chums within

A plurality of orders is displayed

It is clear that there were

The serialization has now taken up
the game of dual memory which springs

botli sides (in the words of the
Florentine

Code.r, and with one of the

testimonies collecled by Friar Bernadino
de Sahagtuí); a mirror where a state of
wisdom is offered, as in the testimonies
of the ancient word known as
lineliiielillalitolli

[ 1 3 ] . Kqnallv capable

of siistaining as of abolishing the
distinctions, Vicente Rojo shares tlieni iu
their earliest impulse, in the [lainting's
dotible scenario t h a t is both secret a n d
primitive; he constructs his game, his
thi'ow' of the dice, his chance, his
destiny....thns we again see the
intersections, the volcanoes that
metaniorphosize into pvramids, the
codexes that are erased, the flashes of
rain, circles, rhomboids, eves, suspended
forms, reflections...anil we notice the
perpetual reconnnencenieut of fire and
Vicente Rojo, l'riinilire scene ¡02, 1995.

air and rain and omens....the meetiiig of
different woilds that are explained witli
sudden clarit\' amid opaque signs anioiig

fVüiii Rojo s moderii paiuliiig (and liis

Nothing cotild be closer to Vicente

entire career) a n d whicli is b o n i of tlie

Rojo s radical attitnde loward his

past [11]. of the ancient codexes, of the

creations and negalions, toward the void

book.s of painling aiifl hieroglyphics of

of form and toward his shared dreams.

ancient México. T h e series are gronped

T h e splendid series tliat now enstie

the end, the spira! lliat s|)ins uutil it

under the generic tille Escenarios

créate the scenario.

nieets itself. the point of depai'ture a n d

or

Vicente Rojo s covered orders as

créate the topologv

uncovered bv Vicente Rojo.
We thns recall the begimiing and

for a site oí reflections a n d omens. Otit

the arrival. the island, the discovered

of the past come images of Mexican

citv, the game and tlie dual llame of

Laguna

pvramids, extinct lakes, volcanoes. Froni

niemorv. And we recall two jjoetic voiceij

escenario

the pre-Hispanic codexes comes the

that are found amoiig Rojo s vital

design of the anonymous poet of the

scenarios - his Catalán origin and his

world of México a n d the constitmion of

Nahault language: "liring u'ithin ^•on. a

current Mexican status. And we recali

a site of co-existence. Series, repetitions,

book ofpaintings

the enilless uuiversalism of .losé

variations: in repetition, writes Gilíes

you..."

Deleiize, "is lotnid the dual mvstic game

illiiminations: with an extraordiiiarilv

loss wlicn form is consumed by a

of perdition and salvation, an entire

poetic dimensión that now shapes a

hurning intelligence, the same instant

theatrical game of life and death".

perforated

that crosses Vicente Rojo s [laintings.

Escetturíos

secretos ("Secret Scenarios ' ) ,

and ihev conlain works .such as
i olcanes. Pirámides.
perdida
priniiliro:

Códices.

("Ijost Lake''). Doble

vet again, the return of the

is taking simpe

¡rilliin

[ 1 2 ] . Paintings, hermetic signs,

mirror. a nnrror irilli lióles on

Corostiza and the visión of the ¡nstant of

And we recall Carlos Riba's visión in Del
joc i delfoc,

t h a t serves to illustrate

Vicente Rojo's pictorial a n d vital dream:
T h r o u g h o u t a lifetime
I will see how you once rose
out of yourself
n a k e d a n d as new as t h e d a w n
a n d as true as a d r e a m [ 1 4 ] .

[1] In May 1996 he exhibited in El Colegio
de México and in June in the Museo de
Arte Moderno. In Spain his work was
recently seen in ARCO '96 in the López
Quiroga Gallery's stand. Also, an
exhibition of his graphic work {Obra
gráfica 1969 - 1995) took place in
Madrid at the Museo Casa de la Moneda
in February and March, 1996. Eeu-lier, a
full-scale retrospective show was held in
1985 at the Biblioteca Nacional de
Madrid. At a later date he exhibited at the
Soledad Lorenzo Gallery in Madrid.
[2] Los sueños compartidos consists of the
acceptance speech to El Colegio Nacional
de México and was read in 1994. It was
published by the same institution in 1995
accompanied by a "Salutación"
("Greeting") by José Emilio Pacheco and
a "Respuesta" ("Response") by Manuel
Peimbert.
[3] Max Aub saluted Vicente Rojo's
individual show in 1962 and wrote a
beautiful text entitled "Vincent, le rouge",
where he recalls Mallarme's Un coup de
des, the poem-constellation, and the
absence of all narrative; these, together
with a sense of music, will be present
throughout his career. Max Aub's text is
among the many critical appraisals
gathered in "El laberinto rojo" ("The Red
Labyrinth") by Antonio Saura, which
appears in Vicente Rojo, the catalogue for
the 1985 exhibition in the Bibüoteca
Nacional in Madrid (published by the
Ministerio de Cultura in 1985).
[4] This is how he describes México in Los
sueños compartidos, p. 33. México, to
which his father was exiled, became in
effect Vicente Rojo's place in matters
ranging from cultural to much broad
issues; it became his private sphere, the
place where he met Alba, the birthplace
of his children, the place where he paints,
works in graphic design and where (as
José Emilio Pacheco has pointed out) he
has become necessary.

[5] José Pierre mentions Rojo with these other
painters in discussing this latent Mexican
contení in "Algimas reflexiones
deshilvanadas sobre el encuentro de
México y el surreaUsmo", although Rojo
did not yet have many relations with the
surrealists apart from his friendship with
Gunther Gerzso (and even this was during
an epoch when Gerzso had no connection
to Breton's SurreaUst movement). One
coincidence stands out: his yeaming to
overeóme the distance between opposites,
between the realms of popular and
educated art, for example. José Pierre's
a n i d e is found in the catalogue to £/
surrealismo entre viejo y nuevo mundo,
CAAM, Las Palmas de Gran Cantuia,
1989.
[6] I addressed this subject in "Apariciones
de Vicente Rt^o", La Jomada, México,
D.F., April 1, 1994. Along these Unes,
also see the admirable contributions of
Juan García Ponce, Las formas de la
imaginación. Vicente Rojo en su pintura.
Fondo de Cidtura Económica, México,
1992.
[7] Speaking of the word reflection and of the
mirror gomes that belong to the center of
his entire body of work, Vicente Rojo
points between opposites: "That is how 1
have felt: in the face of profane art, thé
need to fall to my knees and weep, and
before sacred art, knowing how to do it,
the need to dance."
[8] See "La Mirada de sí", en Vicente Rojo,
pp. 100-102.
[9] See Femando Benítez, IMS Indios de
México, IV, México, D.F. Ediciones Era,
1985, pp 14 and 218.
[10] Vicente Rojo created the 1989 series
Lluvia de papel in serigraphy and
collage.
[11] In this sense see the text of Cuauhtémoc
Medina, "Vicente Rojo: el pasado que no
es pasado"; in Escenarios, 1989 - 1994
by Vicente Rojo, Museo José Luis
Cuevas/Instituto Cultural Cabanas,
México City, Guadalajara, 1994.
[12] The text is compiled and translated by
the great scholar of the indigenous
cultiu'es, Miguel León-Portilla in
"Algunos forjadores de cantos de
nombre conocido". La Gaceta del Fondo
de Cultura Económica, 261-262
(México, D.F., septiembre-octubre
1992), p.24. León-PortiUa also
encouraged the exhibition of Los
presagios in his book Visión de los
vencidos.
[13] See the Miguel León-Portilla's
introductory study in Huehuehtlahtolli,
Testimonios de la antigua palabra.
Fondo de Cultura Económica, México,

D.F., 1993. The beautiful text that
refers to the ancient wise men merits a
partial reproduction as a side
commentary to Vicente Rojo's códices
abiertos:
The Wise Man: a Ught, a torch, a thick
torch that does not give off smoke.
A perforated mirror, a mirror with holes
on both sides. His is the black and red
ink, the codexes belong to him, the
codexes belong to him.
He himself is writing and knowledge.
He is the way, the true guide for others
(....}
He holds a mirror up to the others, he
keeps them sane, he cares for them; he
gives them a face (a personaUty).
He observes things, he controls his path,
he arranges, he keeps order.
He shines his Ught onto the world.
[14] Based on the translation into Spanish by
José Agustín Goytisolo.

